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Favorskii rearrangement 
 

The Favorskii rearrangement, named for the Russian chemist Alexei 

Yevgrafovich Favorskii, is most principally a rearrangement of  α-halo 

ketones which leads to carboxylic acid derivatives. In the case of cyclic α-

halo ketones, the Favorskii rearrangement constitutes a ring contraction. 

This rearrangement takes place in the presence of a base, 

sometimes hydroxide, to yield a carboxylic acid but most of the time either 

an alkoxide base or an amine to yield an ester or an amide, respectively. 

                                       α-haloketone                                      Carboxylic acid 

 

Reaction Mechanism:- 

The reaction mechanism is thought to involve the formation of 

an enolate on the side of the ketone away from the chlorine atom. This 

enolate cyclizes to a cyclopropanone intermediate which is then attacked 

by the hydroxide nucleophile. 
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The second step has also been proposed to be stepwise process, with 

chloride anion leaving first to produce a zwitterionic oxyallyl cation before a 

disrotatory electrocyclic ring closure takes place to afford the 

cyclopropanone intermediate.  

Usage of alkoxide anions such as sodium methoxide, instead of sodium 

hydroxide, yields the ring-contracted ester product. 

When enolate formation is impossible, the Favorskii rearrangement takes 

place by an alternate mechanism, in which addition to hydroxide to the 

ketone takes place, followed by concerted collapse of the tetrahedral 

intermediate and migration of the neighboring carbon with displacement of 

the halide. This is sometimes known as the pseudo-Favorskii 

rearrangement, although previous to labeling studies, it was thought that all 

Favorskii rearrangements proceeded through this mechanism. 

 

 Arndt–Eistert reaction:- 

Arndt–Eistert reaction is the conversion of a carboxylic acid to 

its homologue. Named for the German chemists Fritz Arndt and Bernd 
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Eistert  the method entails treating an acid chlorides with diazomethane. It 

is a popular method of producing β-amino acids from α-amino acids. 

Apart from the acid chloride substrate, three reagents are required: 

diazomethane, water, and a metal catalyst. 

The diazomethane is required in excess so as to react with the HCl formed 

previously. Not taking diazomethane in excess results in HCl reacting with 

the diazoketone to form chloromethyl ketone and N2. Mild conditions allow 

this reaction to take place while not affecting complex or reducible groups 

in the reactant-acid.  

The reaction requires the presence of a nucleophile (water). A 

metal catalyst is required. Usually Ag2O is chosen but other metals and 

even light effect the reaction.  

 

Carboxylic acid       Carbonyl chloride      Diazoketone                  Homologous Carboxylic acid 

 

Mechanism 

In the first step of this one-carbon homologation, the diazomethane carbon 

is acylated by an acid chloride or mixed anhydride, to give an α-

diazoketone. The excess diazomethane can be destroyed by addition of 

small amounts of acetic acid or vigorous stirring. Most α-diazoketones are 
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stable and can be isolated and purified by column chromatography (see 

recent literature for specific methods). 

 

The key step of the Arndt-Eistert Homologation is the Wolff-

Rearrangement of the diazoketones to ketenes. 

 

 

The method is widely used nowadays for the synthesis of β-amino acids. 

Peptides that contain β-amino acids feature a lower rate of metabolic 

degradation and are therefore of interest for pharmaceutical applications. 
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